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1 General introduction 

1.1 Background 

The ‘Scale up of Sustainable Water Access’ (SUSWA) project was conceived by WML, Aqua 
for All and AMREF in a mutual agreement to build on the WASHEC project’s heritage. It 
contributes to AMREF’s ambition of achieving sustainable water access to communities it 
works with. Specifically, the SUSWA project intends to: 

 use momentum of previous projects and collaboration in providing water to 
communities in Kajiado County; 

 diversify water access strategies in order to sustain water availability; 
 scale up sustainable access to water by virtue of synergy with parallel Dutch WASH 

Alliance Programme; 
 tap into each others’ knowledge and expertise through continued knowledge 

exchange missions. 
 

1.2 Focus 
The main objective of the knowledge exchange missions is to increase the capacity of 
Ammref and other WASH Alliance Kenya (WAK) members in their efforts to provide 
sustainable water access. The missions of the SUSWA project so far are focussing on 
knowledge sharing of strategies to diversify water access, specifically on 3R technologies 
and GIS and GPS tools. 
The objective of the December 2014 Kex mission is mainly on underground water 
investigations and abstractions. Hence, the specific objectives will include; 

 General use and interpretation of geophysical techniques/surveys to define 
subsurface conditions for effective sightings of boreholes 

 Measurements and interpretations of the specific electrical resistivity with the use of 
Terrameter, including the AB wide range and the way to improve it by use of ABEM 
booster and copper sulphate electrodes 

 Introductory knowledge on and use of TDEM surveys 
 

1.3 Outline of the report 

This report gives a brief overview of the achievements made during the knowledge exchange 
mission. It starts with a description of the hydro-geological surveying, followed by a chapter 
on geophysics. Next is a chapter on the sustainability of groundwater abstractions. The most 
important findings will be summarized in the conclusion. Finally, a follow-up approach is 
provided which contains the next steps that will be taken towards the successive knowledge 
exchange mission.  

As part of the knowledge sharing and make all information easily accessible to everyone this 
report and additional information such as books, websites and maps referred to during the 
mission are made available on this website: http://www.samsamwater.com/suswa. 

 



2 Mission outline 

In order to reach the terms of reference we agreed to concentrate the mission on one 
location where we would integrate geophysics (technical approach, interpretation), 
hydrogeology, data acquisition and data storage. This location (Ormeliai) was already 
decided before the mission based on information from AMREF Kenya. 
 
The mission was divided in 3 different parts in which the above mentioned aspects were 
integrated (see also appendix 1, program):  

1. preparations,  
2. fieldwork, 
3. results discussion 

 
During the fieldwork, most of the time, we worked in two groups, as one group was practicing 
the geological survey and the other group was involved in the geophysical survey. In the 
afternoon there was a shift of the groups. 
 
In this report we will discuss hydrological surveying (also data acquisition) and geophysics in 
separate chapters however in preparations, fieldwork and the final discussion they were 
integrated and in the field survey carried out at the same time. 
 



3 Hydrogeological surveying 

When sighting for a water project it is essential to have a proper understanding of the hydro-
geological and topographical setting of the area where you want to implement the project. 
This is important for the location of future boreholes as well as other water projects such as 
sand dams, pans and dams, but also for sustainability considerations. 

Hydro-geological surveying consists of two parts: 
 Desk study 
 Field surveying 

 

During the desk study existing information is collected and interpreted. This existing 
information should at least consist of: 

 Information from boreholes in the vicinity (driller’s log, yield, water struck level, water 
rest level, depth, water quality, test pumping results, etc.) 

 Topographic maps 
 Geological report and maps 
 Google Earth 

 

Google Earth is a very practical instrument to obtain a spatial and 3D understanding of an 
area. The participants had already gained experience in using Google Earth during previous 
SUSWA KEx mission, so were able to quickly use Google Earth for this purpose. During the 
sessions the participants step by step interpreted information on the topography, geology 
and hydrogeology of the area. Based on all this information a hypothesis was formulated on 
the hydro-geological setting of the area. 

During the next days all participants carried out a field survey to check this hypothesis in the 
field. Along a section ranging from the borehole towards the river information was collected 
on the hydro-geology. Changes in soil type were observed, along with different types of 
rock(outcrops), a nearby borehole and shallow wells. At all sites the position and altitude 
were measured using a GPS. It is important to check given positions and altitudes in reports 
and/or maps with measured information, because not all data is correct. 

Back in the hotel the collected information was stored in an Excel file and this Excel file was 
converted (using the ‘Ctrl + K’ macro) in a Google Earth file. In this way the information could 
easily be plotted in Google Earth and compared to other information such as aerial images 
and maps. 



 

Figure 1 Geological map in Google Earth with waypoints taken by GPS 

The field observations seemed to match very well with the aerial images (e.g. changes in soil 
colour) and geology (volcanic rocks vs. gneisses). The next step was to create a hydro-
geological profile containing all observations at the correct altitude to allow a good 
comparison of all points relative to each other, including their relative differences in altitude. 

 

Figure 2 Aerial image in Google Earth with waypoints showing the different soil colours 

Data from existing boreholes (yield, depth, geology, etc.) can provide a wealth of information 
that can be very helpful when planning for a new borehole in the vicinity. It is therefore very 
important that information on existing boreholes is properly stored and can be made 
available.  
 



In practice it proves to be very difficult to obtain information on existing boreholes, although 
there are many boreholes in the area. Obtaining this information from government agencies 
is very cumbersome and the organisations that commission the construction of boreholes 
often don’t store the information themselves. Is it therefore strongly recommended that 
AMREF and the other Kenya WASH Alliance partners properly store information on the 
boreholes that they have constructed themselves. For each borehole a least the following 
information should be stored (both in hardcopy and digitally): 

 Location (GPS coordinates) and altitude 
 Hydro-geological/Geophysical survey report 
 Borehole completion record 
 Drillers log 
 Test pumping 
 Water quality 
 Other observations of interest 

 
Based on all information gathered both in the desk study and in the field a hypothesis can be 
made on where water could be found (sedimentary aquifer or fracture aquifer) and at what 
depth but also some considerations and expectations can be made of the potential recharge.  
From this it should be determined what, where and how should be measured in the field. 
Often geophysical measurements can be very suitable for this. 
 

 



4 Geophysics 

4.1 Preparations 

a) Working plan 
In this first part of the program, we combined all the knowledge available (report on existing 
borehole of Ormeliai, drillers report, reports on previous boreholes, topographical map, 
geological map, Google Earth) in order to have a hydro-geological concept and a work plan 
for geophysical exploration at the field side. 
With this information the type of measurements, locations, directions and exploration depth 
was discussed and planned during the preparation phase. 
As stated before, it was decided to work on one profile, located along the existing borehole of 
Ormeliai and containing the two VESses which have been already made. (VES 2 and VES 3 
in the report of Ormeliai). It was also decided, after some discussions, to start with a Wenner 
profile in between the VESses and depending the results of this profile to perform another 
VES*.  
The direction of the profile should be perpendicular to the expected change in the geological 
structures, like faults. The geological map indicated distinct N-S en SE-NW lineaments en 
faults. According to this information the location of the TDEM measurements should be 
established. 
 
 *VES= vertical electrical sounding, this is a method to measure the change in 
 resistivity with depth, 1 dimensional at one location assuming horizontal layering. 
 During the measurement the electrode distance is increased. 

 Wenner profile= is a method to measure the lateral change in resistivity up to a 
 certain depth with a fixed electrode distance. The electrodes are moved along the 
 profile. Only the apparent resistivity of a single constant 4 electrode distance is 
 measured. No inversion can be applied. 

b) Instrument check 
When the equipment of AMREF was inspected at the hotel at the day of arrival we concluded 
that the SAS1000 of AMREF was not working properly and after contacting the manufacture 
in Sweden we decided that it should go back to Sweden. We were able to hire another 
SAS1000, we contacted Earth Water, (Mr. Gicheruh) and send a driver back to Nairobi to get 
it. 

Concerning the equipment of AMREF, one large size stainless steel potential electrode was 
missing and some of the connectors and safety battery clips. Also the measuring tapes need 
replacement. 

4.2 Fieldwork and results 

4.2.1 Vertical electrical sounding and Profiling at the borehole location 
 
We started at the location of the borehole of Ormeliai to discuss (again) the electrode 
distance to be used for the Wenner profiling. This should be based on the results of the 
previous VES and the hydrogeological information (type of aquifer and depth). After a long 
discussion we 'agreed' on an “a” of 50 meter (a is fixed distance between the four 



electrodes), which results in an AB (=total distance, this is the distance between outer current 
electrodes) of 150 meter. See figure 3. 

 

Figure 3 Wenner electrode configuration. 

The main issue in this discussion was, if this AB would be enough for reaching the aquifer 
see figure 4. According to a widely accepted rule of a thumb a AB of 150 will result in an 
exploration depth at more or less 20-30 m (AB/6 = estimated exploration depth). On this point 
there was not a complete agreement between the experts and the group members on this 
issue. See also appendices 3 and 4 for further discussion. 

 

Figure 4 Explanation and discussion 

According to the borehole information, the static water table was encountered at around 47 
m and water table was struck at 125 m of depth. If this is true the Wenner profile should have 
had at least an AB of 300 to reach the static water table or more relevant, AB=750 m, to 
reach the aquifer that is proposed to be responsible for this static water table.  
Some of the group member seemed to be confused on the exploration depth which is not the 
same as the misleading ½ AB which is presented on the X-axis in the VES data graph. 



Because of the fact that not all the participants agreed on the desired depth of exploration we 
decided to continue with this 50 m also for practical reasons (length of the profile, resolution 
and wires). For more information, see Appendices 3 and 4. 
We worked in two groups, one group was practicing the geological survey and the other 
group was involved in the geophysical survey. In the afternoon there was a shift of the 
groups. 
 
The station distance of the Wenner profile was 50 m (every 50 meter one measurment) and 
at locations were we observed a sharp increase or decrease of the calculated apparent 
resistivity value this distance was diminished to 25 m. 
Because the Wenner profile was executed with a fixed electrode distance the measured 
resistance was multiplied with a fixed factor in order to derive the apparent resistivity. This 
factor was 2πa (2*6.28*50), were a=electrode distance. The location of the borehole is at 
1150 m, which is expected to be the same as is the location of VES 3 of the drillers report. 
The location of VES 2 is at 0 meter. It should be mentioned that in the drillers report there 
was no map of the location of the VESses nor coordinates. The locations were verified with 
Kenneth Ochieng from AMREF. 
The next day we started, with the whole group, the discussion on the location and exploration 
depth of the VES (4) based on the profile. It was decided to locate it on the anomaly at 600 m 
of the profile. 
The VES was taken in a direction perpendicular to the Wenner profile, with the center on the 
profile. 

The results of this VES (VES4) is in figure 5, together with VES 1, VES2 and VES3. 

We decided to locate the TDEM measurements on the VES measurements in order to 
compare the results. 

 

Figure 5 Summery of VES measurements 



 

 

Figure 6 (E-W) Wenner profile, see map for locations and directions 

 
4.2.2 Conclusions VES and Wenner Profiles 
At the end of the mission it became clear, and everybody agreed, that use of VES is difficult 
in deep (fracture type) aquifer exploration, because of the relative low exploration depth, the 
loss of resolution (this is the ability to detect small layers at a greater depth) with the depth 
and the interpretation (inversion) assuming horizontal layering. 

For both VES's and the Wenner profile (figure 6)  it became clear that the exploration depth 
did not match with the depth of the aquifer, but also that inversions of the VES's might be 
influenced by lateral change (this became obvious from the Wenner profile). And that the top 
layers will influence the interpretation. 

However from figure 5 it can be concluded that in VES 3 and 4, the weathering of the 
bedrock might be deeper because of the 45 degree rise of the curve (indicating the influence 
of the (weathered) bedrock) starts at later (larger) electrode distances. The deeper the fresh 
bedrock (the later it start to rise) the thicker the potential aquifer assuming horizontal layering 
in the direction of the VES! At least the borehole was located were bedrock seemed deeper 
according to the 3 VES's. Because of equivalence (more solutions (inversions) in one data 
set) it is not possible to calculate the exact depth of the weathered part of the bedrock. 
Because no borehole logging is available the resistivity of the weathered layer (expected 
aquifer) is also not possible to establish. See also appendix 4. 

 

4.2.3 Time domain Electromagnetic (TDEM)  
This EM method does not require electrodes, current is injected into the sub surface by 
induction. Two antenna´s are required, transmitter and receiver antenna. The transmitter 
antenna can be a single wire loop upto hundreds of meters. The receiver can be either a 
multi coil receiver or (like the transmitter) a simple single wire loop. 



The transmitter transmits an EM pulse which will cause a secondary EM field due to 
induction in more conductive layers. This secondary EM field is meassured in respect to time 
and voltage with the receiver. A raw data field curve consist of graph with time against 
voltage is called the decay curve. 
A computer program is used to invert these field curves (the first step is to convert time 
versus voltage into time versus apparent resisitivty) into a layer model, more or less a similar 
proces as used for VES inversions. 

 
Figure 7 Schematic set up of a TDEM sounding 
 
Within this mission we planned to perform TDEM measurements as a introduction and a 
short study for its applicability for hydrogeological surveys in this area. TDEM measurements 
require less labor and lateral spread in comparison with the VES soundings. The exploration 
depth is also better compared with VES. 

We discussed with the experts of KENGEN the instrument, data acquisition, inversions and 
expected amount of soundings that could be carried out. 

With the equipment and operator/experts of KENGEN we were able to perform 3 TDEM 
measurements (instead of planned 5), this was due to restricted capacity of the batteries of 
the equipment. At the location we tried to invert the raw data into a layer model in order to 
compare them with the results of the VESses, but this seemed impossible because of 
extreme high resistivities near the surface. After some discussion we agreed that we will do 
forward modeling of the results of the VES in order to establish the reason for this problem. 
See figure 6 for preliminary the results of the forward modeling. We can conclude now that 
the measurements performed with KENGEN do not match with the forward modelling. 

 

4.2.4 Conclusions TDEM 
In theory, TDEM has a better exploration depth compared to VES, also the antenna lay out in 
the field is smaller en therefore less sensitive to lateral change. This was the reason to 
introduce this method in this mission. A disadvantage is both the more complexity of the 



instrumentation and interpretation and the fact that TDEM is very sensitive for a low 
resistivity layer under relative high resistivity overburden but less sensitive for circumstances 
with a relative smaller resistivity contrast as we can expect in these areas. 

Because there was only one day available for the TDEM survey and we encountered some 
problems both with the instrument and the inversions we are not yet able to decide on the 
applicability of TDEM in these particular circumstances.  

According to the results of the forward modeling (forward modeling means to calculate a 
synthetic field curve from a model based on other information like VES with a computer 
program) of the information from the VES (3) it can be concluded that forward modeling 
based on resistivity's form the VES will give a reasonable field curve. See figure 8. 

With this desktop technique it is possible to test if deeper bedrock independent from 
resistivities of the overburden can be separated from locations were the bedrock is closer to 
the surface. 

Previous investigations have shown better results in Kenia in other area's and applications. 
From this and the forward models I may be concluded that that the instrument mal functioned 

 

Figure 8 Forward modelling of the model derived with VES in TDEM software. Left, the 
synthetic field curve (dots) and fit. Right the model from which the curve is derived. Note the 
field curve is time against apparent resistivity! 
 
 

4.2.4 Geophysics for other water projects 

For shallow applications, like sand-dam sighting, VES and Wenner methods are very suitable 
when used in combination with hydro-geological observations and background knowledge. 
This information can be obtained from existing wells and hand auger drilling. 



5 Sustainability 

For the boreholes to guarantee continued supply for many years it is crucial to properly 
maintain the borehole and the technical facilities. Many Kajiado boreholes get out of order 
because of borehole clogging, failing generators, and oversized pumps. 
 
Apart from the need for technical maintenance and operation, there are indications of 
dropping groundwater levels: boreholes getting deeper and deeper and shallow wells falling 
dry. It may well be that the regional Kajiado groundwater aquifers are being ‘mined’ by over 
pumping and less rainfall recharging the aquifers due to climate change. This might have 
drastic consequences for the sustainability of the future water availability in Kajiado County. 
However proof of such groundwater mining is lacking at this moment. Groundwater pumping 
could be groundwater mining! 
 
To find out whether groundwater levels are dropping, regular and long term monitoring of 
groundwater levels is required. However such monitoring system have not yet been 
implanted. It is suggested to AMREF to set up such monitoring, starting at least with one or 
two borehole selected and representative locations. The boreholes can be equipped with 
automatic water level recorders (e.g. Diver loggers). AMREF staffs have already been 
trained in the use of such recorders in the previous WASHEC project.  
At the same time information on aquifer type, aquifer extension, recharge area and actual 
recharge is essential for sustainable exploration. The basic data (site location, topography, 
water table, drillers log, etc.) which is elementary for these kind of studies should be stored in 
a way that it is assessable for everybody involved. More insight on this is crucial in a 
combination with a monitoring system. Water samples, isotope analyses and rainfall 
measurements and analyses can be very helpful in this. 
 

 

 



6 Overall conclusion and follow-up 

6.1 Conclusion 

This mission was about getting a better understanding of the functioning of several 
geophysical tools that can be used to find appropriate sites for borehole drilling. In 
knowledge exchange we succeeded to show the benefits of an integrated approach of a 
desk study (combining existing information such as Google Earth, geology, topography, 
existing boreholes and geophysics) in which a hypothesis is tested in the field with (hydro) 
geological observations (rock type, soil type, topography, water table, vegetation) and 
geophysical measurements. 

The increased knowledge of the participants of the mission on the geophysical tools will 
improve their capability of assuring good quality reports of the consultants that execute the 
geophysical measurements.  

 
At the same time we were able to give the participants more insight in the limitations and 
misinterpretations of the VES method which is widely used for borehole sighting. A new 
geophysical method was introduced to reduce the limitation of VES. An important overall 
conclusion is that the geophysical tools can not directly indicate where you can find water 
under the sub surface. They can only provide information about the probability to find water. 
Therefore they have to be used in combination with other tools (desk review, information 
about neighbouring boreholes, geology, physical observations, knowledge of communities, 
etc.) 

We practiced the use of Google maps in pinpointing the measurements and observations on 
a Google Earth integrated geological and topographical map. 

A start has been made with a discussion on the urgent need for sustainability in groundwater 
exploitation and discussed future steps needed for this. 

The fact that two students from the Nairobi University also participated gave other 
participants the opportunity to expand their existing knowledge. The atmosphere in the 
groups was very open and everybody was very much willing to share their experience and 
learn from each other. This proved to be a great way of learning and experimenting with 
different methods and tools within a short time span. 

The introduction of a Kenya based professional consultancy like KENGEN proved to be very 
fruitful and gave insight in opportunities future collaboration. 

A general learning point is, once again, the importance of always double-checking and 
verifying measurements in the field, no matter whether they are done with modern devices 
such a GPS or more traditional tools such as a tape-measure. It’s always good to check and 
verify, for example by comparing a measured distance to an estimation done by counting 
your steps and multiplying by the length of each step. 

 

6.2 Reporting of Consultancies 

The increased knowledge of the participants of the mission on the geophysical tools will 
improve their capability of assuring good quality reports of the consultants that execute the 



geophysical measurements. We agreed that this knowledge should be institutionalized by 
AMREF through capturing it in standard ToRs for the consultancy work. The report should at 
least contain the following information 

 Map with locations of all the measurements and GPS coordinates, altitude. 
 Geological and topographical map, with (if exist) other boreholes. 
 Information from other boreholes (aquifer type, depth, groundwater table). 
 Instrument used (for geophysics), serial number, type, brand. 
 Field (raw) data, graph, inversion, model, depth, resistiviity, fit. 
 Inversion program (software, version). 
 Discussion on recommended location and drilling depth. 

 

6.3 Boreholes 

When the driller is at the location, a lot of extra information can be obtained by a suppervisor 
from AMREF or aliances. This information can be the drilling speed, the cuttings can be 
described (and even taken and stored for future examination), the depth of the aquifer linked 
to the cuttings, static water table, perched water table etc etc. This information is essential for 
a better understanding of the aquifer system, but even more important, it is crucial for filter 
and borehole design. This evaluation and information is not encountered in many drillers 
reports and could be of help in designing and prospecting future boreholes.  

6.4 Data storage  

It is strongly advised that AMREF store at least the information of their own (and WASH 
Alliance partners) boreholes. In practice it proves to be very difficult to obtain information on 
existing boreholes, although there are many boreholes in the area. Obtaining this information 
from government agencies is very cumbersome and the organisations that commission the 
construction of boreholes often don’t store the information themselves. For each borehole at 
least the following information should be stored (both in hardcopy and digitally): 

 Location (GPS coordinates) and altitude. 
 Hydro-geological/Geophysical survey report. 
 Borehole completion record. 
 Drillers log. 
 Test pumping. 
 Water quality. 
 Other observations of interest. 

 

6.5 Future strategy 

AMREF has to make strategic decisions about the roles and responsibilities that we take in 
the process of establishing boreholes. Currently, we have a certain position on the continuum 
that ranges from providing money for boreholes without knowing how they are selected, to 
knowing and understanding the technologies to be able to hold the consultants accountable 
for their jobs, to being able to use the technologies ourselves. We have to strategize our 
position on this continuum. In this discussion, we have to take into account the 
consequences of the devolvement of the Kenya government and the market situation. 
 



6.6 Sustainability 

At the same time the future role of AMREF in exploration and exploitation and sustainability 
of water resources might be reconsidered. This role can be more project managing, more 
practicing or a balanced combination. In this respect the role of consultancies and 
investments in instrumentation should be considered. 
 

6.7 Involving consultancy and university 

In this mission two students of the University of Nairobi were also invited and we hired 
KENGEN as a Kenyan consultant to participate in the introduction of new techniques. This 
turned out to be very fruitful. 

 

6.8 Equipment 

Currently AMREF possesses equipment to execute some of the geophysical tools. It seems 
that this equipment is incomplete, and currently the most important machine (the Terrameter 
worth 2,000,000 KES) is broken (due to a technical failure and not due to personal failure). 
With the strategic discussions about our position on the above described continuum in mind, 
we have to decide on how to deal with our equipment and future investment. 
Borehole logging is an essential tool to get more insight in aquifer characteristics and with 
this information the interpretation surface geophysical measurement could be very much 
improved. This can be linked with sustainability considerations. Borehole logging could be 
incorporated within the work of the consultancy or dedicated to the AMREF team. Borehole 
logging can preferable be performed just after drilling to improve the filter design or after 
installing the filter and before the installation of the pump as a check. However in this case 
plastic filter liners should be used in order to be able to measure the resistivity. 
 

6.9 Groundwater monitoring 

It should be considered to start monitoring the ground water level in Kajiado. The ground 
water level might be dropping systematically, which might have drastic consequences for the 
future water availability in Kajiado County. This discussion again has to be seen in the light of 
our position on the above described continuum. 
 

6.10 TDEM 

A follow up with KENGEN should be arranged both in the field and in forward modelling 
 

6.11 Proposal 

The collaboration of AMREF should be considered in a project proposal (for Via Water/Aqua 
for All) together with KENGEN, Acacia Water, VU, SamSamWater where geophysics and 
large scale aquifer characterization in order to improve borehole sighting and sustainability is 
one of the main topics  
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Appendix 1 - Program 

 

    

30-Nov SundayTravel to Emali (New Generations Hotel). Evening meeting about 
introduction, program and expectations.  

1-Dec MondayPresentations and exercises on hydrogeological desk studies: how to 
use information on the topography, geology, hydrogeology and Google 
Earth as a preparation for fieldwork.  

2-Dec TuesdayFieldwork: geophysical profiling from the Ormeliai borehole to the river 
and hydrogeological field surveying around the borehole.  

3-Dec WednesdayFieldwork: VES sounding near the Ormeliai borehole and 
hydrogeological surveying in the river. Data processing and digital 
reporting back in the office. Evening session with the results of the 
field measurements and explanation of the TDEM measurement for 
Thursday.  

4-Dec ThursdayFieldwork: demonstration of TDEM measurements by KenGen. VES 
sounding in the riverbed. Data processing and group exercises on 
measurements in the river, measurements near the borehole and 
hydrogeological profile. Presentation on 3R artificial recharge project 
in Tanzania.  

5-Dec FridayPresentations by the participants (measurements in the river, 
measurements near the borehole and hydrogeological profile). Wrap 
up with conclusions and recommendations. Discussion on follow up 
and next mission subjects, travel to Nairobi KCO, debriefing with Dr. 
Meshack  
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Appendix 3 – Understanding VES graphs and VES penetration depth 

Difference between AB/2 reach, underground depth and penetration depth 
 

One of the confusing VES issues during the mission was the way ‘experts’ present the VES 
sounding results.  

This memo tries to clarify the issue, taking the VES sounding on the Sengelei River bed 
(VES5-exercise during the SUSWA mission) as practical example. Furthermore it tries to 
explain the ‘rule of thumb’ on the penetration depth (how deep can you ‘see’ 

 

The confusing graphs 

There are two types of information: 

1) The measuring curve 

This curve gives the measured data: Apparent Resistivity in Ωm (ohm-meter) versus the half 
electrode distance AB/2 in meters. Kindly note that AB/2 is not the same as the underground 
depth. 
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Figure 1 Measured curve of VES5 in the Sengelei River 

 

2) The interpreted curve of the layers (layer model)  

Interpretation software is used to interpret the actual resistivity layers (the so called 
‘inversion’) 

The result is a graph of the layer model giving the resistivities in Ωm and the depths of the 
layers in m. Now, in this graph, the depth is the actual underground depth. 
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Figure 2 Layer model of VES5 in the Sengelei River. 

The interpretation shows a 240 ohmm layer (River sand) in the first 2 meters on top of a 18 
m low resistivity layer (clay) overlying a very high resistivity (rock) layer at 21 m depth. The 
VES sounding ‘can’t see’ anything below the top of this rock layer, which is assumed to 
extend to infinity.  

 

Now, mostly (also in the consultant’s report) these two Lines are presented together in one 
graph (see below). This sometimes is confusing, and makes the reader think that the VES 
actually is looking at a depth of AB/2, which in this case is 75 m. 
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Figure 3 Combined presentation of measured curve and interpreted layers in one graph 

The same figure from the SchlumBG interpretation software is given below (Figure 4), 
showing also how good the model solution fits the measurements. 
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Figure 4 SchlumBG VES5 interpretation graph  

The measuring curve (figure 1 and the blue line in figure 3) basically indicates a 3 layer 
system: going from high measured apparent resistivities to low and then back to higher 
resistivities. Looking at the shape of the curve one might think that there is a clay layer with 
its centre at a depth of 15 meter. The interpretation of the layers however shows that the clay 
layer already starts at 2.2 meter and the centre is at 11 meter. This shift is related to the ‘rule 
of thumb issue 

 

The ‘Rule of thumb” (How deep can your sounding look into the underground) 

Saying the depth of penetration of the VES is in the order of the half electrode reach AB/2 
divided by 3  

 

In other words:  

If one need to say anything about the electric resistivity at depth X, the distance between the 
outer electrodes and the centre (AB/2) should be 3 times the required depth X.  

For 100 m depth, AB/2 should be about 300 m 

 

Note 

1) For longer distances, electrical wires and electrodes need to be of indispensable quality 
and extra measures may be required to get the current in the soil. Apart from this you need 
to realize hat homogeneous layers are assumed, while the electrodes at wide range may 
have passed a zone of fracturing or another significant (lateral) change in the geology. 

 2) The factor 3 (or6) in this rule of thumb is not a strict one. The factor may be 2 or 4, 
depending on the underground resistivities. The depth of penetration is generally deeper at 
higher underground resistivities (less clay layers and more rock formations). 

 



In the example of VES nr.5 (AB/2 = 75 m) the sounding can still ‘see’ the top of the rock layer 
at 22m but it cannot ‘see’ what layers are below. 

 

 

 

 



 
Appendix 4 - Interpretation of VES nr.3 ORMELIAI Borehole Mashuuru Oiti location 

Harry Rolf - 17/12/204 
 
This memo contains the following subjects  

1. Checking the consultant’s solution 
2. Alternative interpretation with SchlumBG software 
3. How did the consultant chose the drilling location 

 
1. Checking the consultant’s solution 

The new Ormeliai borehole was advised to be drilled at the VES3 sounding location. The 
VES data and interpretation is given in the Consultant’s report (Nyika, July 2013) 
 
First of all we took the consultant’s solution (the interpreted model) and we put that model in 
our software (SchlumBG), fixing the model to have the same layer depths and resistivities. 
 
The consultant’s model is given below 
 

Resistivity  Layer depth 

330.00   2.10 

428.90  6.10 

1020.00 26.00 

375.40  80.00 

340.00  150.00 

682.00  - 

 

The graphical SchlumBG result is the following 
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Figure 1 SchlumBG simulation of the consultant resistivity model 

The model does not fit to the measured apparent resistivities. 
 
To verify this finding, we also applied another software package (GEWin v1, NiLe software), 
doing the same exercise. 
 
The result (Figure 2) is the same (no good fit) result as in the SchlumBG software 
 

 

Figure 2 Simulation of consultant’s model in GEWin, NiLe software 

 

Conclusion 

It is concluded that the layer model as given in the Consultant’s report does not fit the VES 
measurements. The reasons are unknown.  

AMREF, being the client, is advised to contact the consultant for explanation. 

 

2. Alternative interpretations 

Using the SchlumBG software we optimized the VES3 layer model as described below. 
 
Remarks: 

There were no double measurements at the potential changes 
The model needs at least 4 layers. 

 
Figure 3 (4 layer models) shows how several models are possible, giving the same good fit 
to the measurements. The RMSE of the fit is given in the legend.  
 
The general line is a high resistivity layer somewhere at a depth of in between 5 and 12 m 
depth, overlying a 100m layer of 260 Ωm. The sounding indicates high resistivity formations 
starting at 110 á 120m. The resistivity of that layer can have any value above 4500 Ωm! 
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Figure 3 Various (good) interpretations of VES3 data 

 
So, obviously, there are aquiferous layers (<1000 Ωm) in the depth zone above 110 m. 
  
Does this mean that below 110-120 there is just fresh basement rock? NO, it doesn’t. 
 
The sounding is just indicating high resistivity layers beyond 120m. Solely from this VES 
sounding you cannot say anything about the prospects for water of the layers beyond this 
depth.  
It may consist of fresh basement rock (meaning no prospects unless fracture zones are hit).  
But it may as well be a weathered zone on top of fresh basement.  
 
Now let’s just assume there is a 400 Ωm (fixed resistivity) weathered zone on top of fresh 
basement below 120m. Results, see Figure 4. 
 



possible models VES3 Ormeliai assuming a 400 ohmm layer on top of fresh basement rock
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Fig
ure 4 Including 400 Ωm (weathered) zone on top of high resistivity basement 

 

The SchlumBG model interpretations show that there may be such a weathered 400 ohmm 
layer, even up to 150 m depth (the red line in the graph). 
 
Conclusion 
Solely from this VES3 sounding one cannot say if there are aquiferous layers below a depth 
of 110 m. They may be there, but they may as well not be there. Almost any combination of 
(high) resistivity layers beyond this 110m depth is giving a good fit to the measurements. 
Although the AB/2 range is 250m, the sounding is just indicating that there are high resistivity 
layers somewhere below a depth of 110 m. (in accordance with the ‘rule of thumb’) 
 

3. Consultant’s advice on the drilling location 

The consultant’s advice still was a good one. What he (most probably) did was looking at the 
measurement lines of the three VES soundings (VES1, 2 and 3), shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5 Interpretation of the 3 measured VES lines  

 

The idea is to look at the last part of the measured line at what AB/2 does it start to bend up, 
indicating the start of influence of deep high resistivity basement formation.  

In VES3 this point is at 160 m AB/2 and for VES2 this point is at 100m. So this is an 
indication that basement is deeper at location of VES nr.3. For VES nr.1 he must have 
thought that the ‘bending up’ was lower than VES nr.3 as well.  

The fact that the measurement line of VES3 starts bending up at 160m does however not 
mean that the bottom of the aquifer is at 160m, as this is clearly shown in the previous 
chapter.  

 

In conclusion 

Looking at the measurement line and seeing where the measurements bend upwards is 
good practice to indicate the relative possibility of deeper aquifers and indeed the 
consultant’s advice to go for location VES nr.3 may have been a good one.  

Though this may be a proper line of thinking, the actual argumentation should be given in the 
consultant’s report. 

Additionally, proper layer interpretation is giving valuable additional indication on the actual 
depths of the layers.  

 

 

 

  



Appendix 5 – Wenner profiling form 



 

WENNER profiling AMREF suswa project
Wenner ref. nr.:  _____________________ Date: ________________________________________________

village name:_____________________ Operator(s) ____________________________________________

mapsheet_________________________

coordinates: ____________________________________(starting point)

general direction from starting point:__________________

Remarks:_____________________________________________________________________________

Reach= 3x………m
point coordinates (GPS 

waypoint)

distance from 

last point (m)

∆V/ I  

MEASURED 

RESISTANCE (Ω)

Standard 

deviation

APPERANT 

RESISITIVITY 

(Ωm)

Remarks                             (describe location)

1 0

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

a

reach K value 

(m)

K factor for 

this reach

            
=

2 3x2m 12.6
5 3x5 m 31.4

10 3x 10 m 62.8
15 3x15 m 94.2
20 3x20 m 125.7
50 3x50 m 314.1
75 3x75 m 471.2

100 3x100m 628.3



Appendix 6 – Wenner sounding form 



 

Wenner Sounding 600m AMREF SUSWA project
VES ref. nr.:  _____________________ Date: ___________________________________________

village name:_____________________ Operator(s) ______________________________________

mapsheet_________________________ Compass Direction________________________________

GPS waypoint __________________________ coordinates: _____________________________________

Remarks:_________________________________________________________________________

Topsoil and geology:________________________________________________________________

Expacted penetration Depth = maxAB/2 divided by 3 = ________________ 
AB/2 MN/2 ∆V/I Standard 

deviation

K (m) 
GEOMETRIC 
FACTOR

APPERANT 
RESISITIVITY 
(Ωm)

Remarks

1.2 0.4 7.54

1.5 0.5 9.42

1.8 0.6 11.3

2.4 0.8 15.1

3 1 18.8

3.9 1.3 24.5

4.8 1.6 30.2

6 2 37.7

7.5 2.5 47.1

9 3 56.5

9 3 56.5

12 4 75.4

15 5 94.2

18 6 113

24 8 151

30 10 188

36 12 226

42 14 264

51 17 320

60 20 377

75 25 471

90 30 565

120 40 754

150 50 942

180 60 1131

240 80 1508

300 100 1885

360 120 2262

420 140 2639

510 170 3204

600 200 3770



Appendix 7 – Schlumberger sounding form 



 

Schlumberger 600 m reach AMREF SUSWA project
VES ref. nr.:  _____________________ Date: ______________________________

village name:_____________________ Operator(s) _________________________

mapsheet_________________________ Compass Direction____________________

GPS waypoint __________________________ coordinates: _________________________

Remarks:_____________________________________________________________

Topsoil and geology:____________________________________________________

Expacted penetration Depth = maxAB/2 divided by 3= ________________ 

AB/2 MN/2 ∆V/I Standard 

deviation

K (m) 
GEOMETRIC 
FACTOR

APPERANT 
RESISITIVITY 
(Ωm)

Remarks

1 0.2 7.5
1.5 0.2 17

2 0.2 31
3 0.2 70
3 0.5 27
4 0.5 49
5 0.5 78
6 0.5 112
8 0.5 200
8 2.5 36

10 2.5 59
12 2.5 87
15 2.5 137
20 2.5 247
20 5 118
25 5 188
30 5 275
35 5 377
35 10 177
40 10 236
50 10 377
60 10 550
80 10 990
80 25 363

100 25 589
130 25 1023
130 50 452
160 50 726
200 50 1178
250 50 1885
250 75 1191
300 75 1767
350 75 2448
350 100 1767
400 100 2356
450 100 3024
450 150 1885
500 150 2382
600 150 3534


